Midterm Exam for Experimental Economics I (Spring 2018)
Note: You have 180 minutes (1:20-4:20pm) and there are 138 points; allocate your time wisely.
Part A: Ultimatum Games (29 pts)
Paul the Proposer and Rachael the Respondent divide $10. Paul proposes how to split the
money between the two of them, and Rachael decides to accept or reject. If Rachael
accepts, the money is divided accordingly; if Rachael rejects, both earn zero. Find the SPE
when the set of possible offers is: (P stands for the Proposer, R stands for the Respondent)
a. (10 pts) Ap = {(P, R): (9.99, 0.01), (9.98, 0.02), (9.97, 0.03), … , (0.01, 9.99)}.
b. (10 pts) Ap = {(P, R): (10, 0), (9, 1), (8, 2), … , (0, 10)}.
c. (9 pts) What do you think would happen when real people play this game?
Part B: Public Goods Game (31 pts)
There are N players, and each choose to invest ci from their personal endowment ei .
Total investment, call = sum of ci , is then multiplied by m and divided among all players.
In other words, payoffs are M = ei - ci + m * call / N. What is the Nash Equilibrium of
this game?
Part C: Dirty Face Game (37 pts)
Two agents each has a probability of 0.8 to be type X; 0.2 to be type O. They can only
see the other person’s type and are commonly told that at least one of them is type X.
Both agents simultaneously choose Up (don’t know) or Down (I am type X). If anyone
chooses Down, the game ends. If nobody chooses Down, they will observe the other’s
choice and play again. Consider the cases below:
a. (13 pts) One is type X, and the other is type O. What would the SPE outcome be?
b. (13 pts) Both players are type X. What would the SPE outcome be?
c. (11 pts) What do you think would happen when real people play the games described
in (a) and (b)?
Type

X

O

Probability

0.8

0.2

Up

$0

$0

Down

$1

-$5

Action
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Part D: Legislative Bargaining (41 pts)
Consider the Baron-Ferejohn bargaining game with N=3 players. Three players bargain
over how to divide a dollar and we assume closed-rule bargaining. In each round, a player
is randomly selected to make a proposal and then majority voting among the players
decides whether to accept the proposal or not. If accepted, the players receive their shares
according to the proposal and the game ends. If rejected, discounting occurs according to
a common discount factor δ and the process repeats itself with a newly selected proposer in
the new round.
a. (8 pts) Explain the concept of stationary equilibrium in this game. You can take an
example of (non)-stationary equilibrium.
b. (10 pts) Suppose now that every player is equally likely to be a proposer in each round.
Write an equation for continuation value and solve for it. What is proposer share?
c. (13 pts) Suppose now that there is a player who is less likely to be a proposer than the
other two players (in every round). Find an (stationary) equilibrium in which the
player with smaller probability of being selected as a proposer has a smaller
continuation value, by writing equations for continuation values. What is the condition
on the parameter for this equilibrium?
d. (10 pts) In the asymmetric proposal power setting in part (c), find an equilibrium in
which every player has the same continuation value.
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